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Project Changes

- Ganymede Simultaneous Release – released!
- DSDP ♦ Embedded Rich Client Platform - 1.2
- WTP ♦ Webtools XSL Tools Component - Pre-1.0 Release
- Technology ♦ Subversive - 0.7
- Technology ♦ The Eclipse Process Framework Project - 1.5
- Modeling ♦ Model Driven Development Integration - terminated
- Modeling ♦ MDT EODM - Termination Release Review scheduled
- Modeling ♦ MDT OCL - Termination Release Review scheduled
- Tools ♦ COBOL - Termination Release Review scheduled
- Technology ♦ VPP - proposal withdrawn
- Technology ♦ Kepler - terminated
- Technology ♦ Dash - Eclipse Monkey - terminated
- Technology ♦ GEF3D - Creation Review scheduled
- Technology ♦ Java 2 CSharp Translator - proposal posted
- Technology ♦ Cloudfree - proposal posted

Roadmap Process

- Project Plans from projects, due September 30th
  - 2 projects have valid XML format plans
  - 10 projects have some XML but it’s not valid
  - 69 projects have a plan of some sort of unknown date (html or wiki)

- Following step: PMCs to review plans, due October 31st

- Themes & Priorities
  - The Requirements Council has not made any progress on the Themes & Priorities.